
ON SECTIONS AND CURVATURE FOR

SUPER YANG-MILLS THEORY

In physics, Super Yang-Mill's Theory is expressed in terms of local 

coordinate dependent expressions on superspace. We show how the 

classical constructions of Lichernowicz extend to the G-infinity super 

context. When the curvature is restricted to leaves of a certain 

foliation it is shown to be trivial. However, the curvature is also 

nontrivial in other directions. The Bianchi identities have solutions 

which are used to construct the Lagrangian. Our goal is to show how 

the theory on the base superspace can be seen as a pull-back of a 

theory on a super bundle space. These results are derived over an 

infinite dimensional Banach manifold which possesses a G-infinity 

supermanifold structure.
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YANG MILLS THEORY



PRINCIPAL FIBER BUNDLE GEOMETRY OF YANG MILLS THEORY
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Superspace and Supersymmetry



Predictions of Super Yang Mills Theory



Superfields for SYM Theory



Gauge theory in superfield language



Supermathematics







Super PFB, development, and restricted holonomy algebra



Special sections of Lichernowicz
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Super PFB, development, and restricted holonomy algebra



Tangent bundles, integrable sub-bundles, Frobenius theorem



Existence of pure gauge solutions



Banach arguments yield even result, then we extend 
to the odd-part through a standard argument:



Connections and Quotients



GEOMETRIC SET-UP FOR SUPER YANG MILLS THEORY



Application to SYM Theory



Application to SYM Theory



Application to SYM Theory



Connection on chiral and antichiral quotient 



Recovering the local formula from super-PFB



Interpretation of Giere’s local formulas from super-PFB 
viewpoint



Vector superfield’s geometry



Our model of locally rigid superspace



A mathematical model of N=1 pure SYM Theory



SUMMARY OF RESULTS

� Superfield gauge transformations also can be 

interpreted as equations which relate different 

sections of a super-PFB.

� Spinor superfields are closely related to the 

curvature of a connection of a super-PFB.


